
or fiction, and back to prose, or from first person to third, each 

way contributing to the illumination of ideas, the subject it

~elf, or the writer's voice. 

In promoting the teacherless class, Elbow bases its via

bility on the fact that writing as a transaction with oneself is 

a lonely and frustrating business and that a writer must have 

interaction with others. This interaction may not eliminate all 

the loneliness and frustration, but it can help the writer see 

and experience the penned words through others. The key here 

is "others" not just a teacher who may be a better reader but 

who may not "listen" and be "genuinely affected" by the writer's 

words. Whether these suppositions are always correct is unim

portant; a writer, particularly a novice, does need interaction 

with someone else. 
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To assist writers in starting teacherless classes, Elbow 

explores such topics as ingredients of a good class, motivation, 

down to business, patience and understanding, with do's and don't's 

for the best results of this kind of endtavor: "learning for all 

and criticism for none." 

Lest one deduce that Elbow is simply ;~ool-gathering, be 

assured he is not. His approach, although unorthodox alongside 

the tradi ti ona 1, is not that fanciful. Though it may not work for 

everyone, it has special merit for those spending endless hours 

heads bowed, pens motion less on b I ank sheets of paper. 

For those young people and adults out of school (or in 

school for that matter) who want to work on their writing, and 

for teachers of composition at all levels, Writing Without 

Teachers should be must reading. But Elbow's forewarning should 

be heeded: '"This book is dedicated to those people who actua 1 ly 

use it -- not just read it." 

St. Clair Street 

Stephen Dunning 

Those summer nights, at nine 
darkness coming fast around 
our house on St. Clair Street 
I crept outside to feel the air 
and squint the sombre sky 
then flew, a secret swallow 
low over rows of purpling hedge 

Bird throat tight I dived 
thin-eyed into night. 
A perfect air would hold me 
high forever. 

My bird and lovely body flies 
no more but gladly would it 
fly again, hover over flowers 
startle things of night 
Gladly would it plunge and glide 
swoop and soar again! escape 
the wingless persons of my house 
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